SoM Rooms in project
MD Labs: 2323, 2333, 2343, 2115, 2125, 2135, 2106, 2116, 2136, 2228, 2248, 2258
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Study carrels

Room dimensions – 40.5 ft X 28 ft
10 ft to ceiling panels, additional 3.5 ft above ceiling panels to concrete ceiling
18 ft - projector mounting pole to screen
School of Medicine Labs
Equipment drawing

- LAPTOP CABLES - VGA(w/audio), HDMI
- OFE PC (DP out to HDMI)
- STUDIO - AUDIO/VIDEO
  (Existing Extron MTPX cabling, only needed in 2323, 2333 Labs)
- LECTURE HALL
- LECTURE HALL
- LECTURE HALL

Middle Atlantic TOR-4-20SP

- AIR MEDIA
- CRESTRON DMPS3-4K-100-C SWITCH
- NETWORK SWITCH
- AUDIO AMP
- OFE NETWORK JACK
- CEILING SPEAKERS

- PROJECTOR
- KEYPAD C2N-DB8-W-S (Mount to existing wall box)